BOSTON COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL added five tenure-track faculty appointments during 2021-22, and we will continue our appointments momentum this year as we welcome our new dean, Odette Lienau, in January 2023.

We expect to make a number of tenure-track faculty appointments for Fall 2023, at the entry-level, early career tenure-track, mid-level tenured, and senior tenured level. We welcome applications from candidates across all areas of law, and particularly invite expressions of interest from scholars teaching and writing in the fields of environmental law and justice, torts, civil procedure and jurisdiction, commercial law and related areas, professional responsibility, family law, technology/privacy/cybersecurity, criminal law and procedure, tax, and constitutional law.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants must possess a J.D. or equivalent degree and outstanding academic credentials. Relevant experience in private practice, government service, public service, judicial clerkship, or a Ph.D./S.J.D. is strongly preferred.

Boston College conducts pre-employment background checks as part of the hiring process and requires all its employees to be fully vaccinated and boosted for COVID-19. Boston College is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, age, religion, ancestry, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, veteran status, or any other classification protected under federal, state or local law. We strongly encourage those who would enrich the diversity of our academic community to apply. To learn more about how BC supports diversity and inclusion throughout the university please visit the Office of Institutional Diversity at http://www.bc.edu/offices/diversity.

Boston College, a Jesuit, Catholic university and the first institution of higher education to operate in the city of Boston, is today among the nation's foremost universities and is a leader in both the liberal arts and in scientific inquiry. The Law School, founded in 1929 and located in a wooded campus of Newton, Massachusetts, approximately 7 miles west of downtown Boston, is informed by traditions of academic rigor, service to others, and the personal and professional formation of its students. This approach creates a unique and supportive community in which members help challenge each other to grow as intellectuals and critical thinkers, and in which the community is committed to continued growth in diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.

Boston College Law School’s acclaimed faculty includes PhDs from a variety of disciplines, Supreme Court clerks, authors of award-winning books, prominent public intellectuals, active litigators and activists, and a MacArthur “genius” grant recipient. Committed to excellence in scholarly research, educational achievement, and social engagement through clinics and litigation, the faculty seeks candidates who are passionate about the law, scholarship, and about educating the principled leaders of the future.

BC Law’s Centers and Special Initiatives inspire and support scholarly research projects, events, and funding. These include:

- Center for Experiential Learning (CEL)
Learn more about our faculty and their commitment to scholarly excellence on our research and scholarship webpage.

Interested applicants should contact: Kent Greenfield, Chair, Appointments Committee, at lawappts@bc.edu, or at Boston College Law School, 885 Centre Street, Newton, MA 02459.